
MOMENTUM2018
S U M M I T  &  T R A D E  S H O W

Highlights

At our Momentum summit, October 28 to 30, there was a palpable energy and 
sense of impetus driving us and our clients forward together to ensure a thriving 
credit union system. 

Our goal was to give you a great experience over the three days, with sessions 
and roundtable discussions on making our clients and industry thrive in an 
environment of disruption. With so many sessions to choose from, you probably 
weren’t able to attend them all. We’re pleased to provide this roundup of the 
event – with links to presentations – so that you and your colleagues have a 
chance to take advantage of all the great content.

The financial institution environment and industry is changing, and we’re 
delighted to be providing the thought leadership and tools to give you innovative 
ways to generate revenue, attract customers, create stability and promote 
success. Collaboration, the use of data, and how as a system we can leverage 
them together for success emerged as themes that resonated with presenters 
and participants. 

Thanks to all of you who came out for our terrific summit, who contributed to the 
discussion, and who asked some great questions of our presenters. We hope that 
Momentum 2018 was an energizing experience for you, and we look forward to 
seeing you at next year’s event, September 8 – 10 in Toronto.

There’s a definition of the word Momentum that 
reflects what’s happening at Central 1 right now:  
‘the impetus of a non-physical process, such as  
an idea or course of events.’ 



Teamwork, Leadership  
& Dreaming Big
If there’s one obvious fact about Jon Montgomery, it’s that he has a lot of energy. 
Launching the Momentum summit with the Sunday evening keynote, he covered 
the width of the stage as he spoke, excited to be with us and to tell his story of 
dreaming big and finding his niche in sports and after sports. 

Jon went from being a keen twentysomething yet floundering without a clear 
purpose to someone that had such a clear drive that he never veered from it. When 
he witnessed someone flying down the track headfirst at the Olympic park in 
Calgary, it blew his mind. And since winning his gold medal at the 2010 Olympics, 
he’s found a path as the charismatic host of Amazing Race Canada, a job whose 
audition had him terrified.

Jon encouraged members of the audience to continue looking for opportunities to 
be challenged and to step outside of their comfort zone to overcome inertia and 
find their passion. His keys to confidence in pursuing goals and dreams? Celebrate 
small victories, control your attitude, observe others, and choose to surround 
yourself with people who support you. Go Canada!
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Data, along with digital, added Chief Digital and Payments 
Officer Arvind Sharma, is a way to deepen those established 
client relationships, create conversations, and provide 
added value to clients by anticipating their needs far into 
the future. Many tools offer a real-time ability to touch 
the customer, and as a system we need to find ways to do 
this well. Technology, he said, is straightforward; it’s the 
unexpected reaction of people to that technology that’s 
challenging.   

When Central 1 launched our digital payments strategy, we 
had to anticipate the digital disruptions before they hit us, 
explained Marilyn Mauritz, Chief Transformation Officer. As 
an organization we’re continuing the transformation journey, 
in partnership with our clients, to move forward and make 
our clients sustainable in the long term. This includes 
changing our operating model to work with best-in-class 
industry providers such as Backbase to develop the newly 
launched Forge platform, which will form the foundation of 
Central 1 digital solutions. We’re continuing to develop what 
makes most sense in-house with excellence.

It was a session that set the tone for the summit, and 
introduced a number of themes we’d hear through the event 
around the success of credit unions and their customers, or 
members: the need for and understanding of richer data; 
technology trends; and transformation.

Building a successful financial institution of the future 
starts with a solid strategy today, and Central 1 leadership, 
moderated by Karim Thomas of McKinsey & company, 
discussed the global and local forces shaping our industry, 
how they’re rapidly changing the expectations of our 
customers, and how to shift strategy for future success.

For Central 1 and our clients, the customer experience and 
how our industry approaches it is changing. Buffy Duke, 
Central 1 SVP of Client Development – a new business 
area we created to better focus on your enterprise needs 
– reflected that understanding the end-to-end customer 
journey is critical for financial institutions, and if done well, 
creates the opportunity to create a breadth of services to 
serve the market. 

Client or customer experience is an area where data is 
critical, and Chief Investment Officer Brent Clode pointed 
out that it’s where organizations are creating alliances to 
get the insights needed to differentiate and win. It can help 
attract and retain clients who have options and are looking 
for a financial institution that anticipates their needs.

Today’s ingredients  
for tomorrow’s successful  
financial institution

When Central 1  
launched our digital 
payments strategy,  
we had to anticipate  
the digital disruptions 
before they hit us
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Most Canadians would agree that the pace of change is 
accelerating. And Canadian consumers are expecting more, 
too, from their customer experiences and technology. 
Digital disruption is about two related things: ideas and 
delivering the ideas as fast as possible. Arvind Sharma, 
Chief Digital and Payments Officer for Central 1, clarified 
that in banking, we’re just starting. We have more disruption 
to encounter, and we’re preparing for that future.

Reminding the group of his commitment to deliver 
a native mobile app in 2018, Central 1 VP, Digital 
Platforms, Henrique Godinho was grateful and emotional, 
acknowledging that it’s taken a village of employees at 
Central 1 and our partners to bring it to life, but that in nine 
short months, we’ve done it.

And then the reveal came. Forge gives you – our members 
and clients – the control to innovate and shape your 
customers’ experiences through their journey on your website 
or mobile app. 

Forge will be the foundational platform of Central 1’s digital 
services going forward. By taking banking even farther 
beyond the branch, Central 1 is enabling the future growth 
of clients nationwide.

Rob Paterson, President and CEO of Alterna Savings,  
and Doug Ebner, VP Enterprise Information and Digital 
Solutions, joined Henrique to speak about their 
organizations’ experiences as champions for Forge. 
They’ve been an integral part of the process as Central 1 
develops products to meet their needs and the needs of 
Canadians. The digital banking platform is so flexible that 
financial institutions can build components, which we call 
widgets, whenever needed, and visually they can look 
different or be designed differently. 

Rob gave the Forge team public recognition. He stood up 
to say that he’s seen such an incredible shift in the product 
development model at Central 1 that he’d like to give that 
entire team a round of applause – and the room agreed. 

The two credit union leaders discussed their experiences 
and offered advice for other clients. Offered Doug Ebner, 
“Don’t take on the entire website. Bring people out as part 
of the change with a beta site for feedback. Make those 
adjustments quickly.”

Be assured that we’ll maintain restless pursuit to exceed 
your expectations and the digital banking needs of your 
customers, while collaborating to forge ahead together. 
Because, as Rob said, “once again, the credit union system 
– working together – can do phenomenal things.”

Forging the way  
to our digital future
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What are ‘gig’ workers and  
how do we serve them?
More and more Canadians are abandoning the traditional employment model in 
favour of owning their own business or taking on ‘gigs’ or small contracts as their 
primary or secondary source of business. Whether your small business client is a 
contract web developer or a restaurant owner, research indicates that solutions 
they look for can be summed up in three categories: save money, make life easier 
and provide peace of mind.

You may be asking, “what’s a ‘gig’ worker?” It’s new language, but it’s a twist on 
contract employment. While intermediaries for sourcing contract jobs are not new 
– the office temp agency may come to mind – the digital age has transformed it. 
Digital platforms exist for many types of ‘gig’ work: a person may sell a ride in his 
or her car, rent out a room, design a website, write an article, clean a house or 
paint a fence. 

So, as presenter Randy Johal, Central 1 Product Manager explained, the definition 
of small business is expanding to include these ‘gig’ workers, who may end up on 
the employee side or the owner side of the table on any given day if they work 
using multiple models. This isn’t a millennial phenomenon, though that generation 
may be more inclined to work this way. Seniors are embracing this new model for 
working smaller contracts where and when they choose. Still, the average age of 
a credit union member is 53 and the average age in Canada is 40, so this trend is 
forecast to increase.

How can credit unions seize the opportunity to serve these members? There 
are some unique challenges a ‘gig’ worker has that a financial institution should 
understand. Without a regular employer by the bank definition, getting credit may 
be challenging for these workers. Other ‘employee’ benefits like extended health 
insurance or skills gaps such as a business tax knowledge are also a factor.

If fluctuating income is an issue for your ‘gig’ worker members, could you redefine 
the repayment plan for their loans? Could repayment be contingent on income if 
their business’ finances are transparent to you through their business accounts? 
Could you become a community business hub for services that self-employed or 
‘gig’ workers need?

How can you innovate and refine your financial and other services  
to serve the workers of the future?

Missed the session?   /   View the Gig Workers presentation here
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The age of data:  
Insights at scale
In a session led by McKinsey’s Kausik Rajgopal, Senior Partner, Silicon Valley 
& Managing Partner, West Coast office, it was all about data. Rajgopal shared 
how advanced analytics and technologies are radically reshaping industries, 
companies, and broader society. 

“Everyone, everything and every interaction leaves a data vapour trail,” 
said Rajgopal. How can this information be used to create value for your 
customers? Rajgopal suggests that credit unions likely have data they aren’t 
even using. 

Not sure where to start? Connect your data and analytics strategy to your 
corporate strategy – it’s not separate. Also, he suggests CEOs get personally 
involved in large data and analytics projects, to both understand and signal 
the importance to your organization.

Mortgage funding  
in the post-B20 world
Alterna Savings’ Christina Wang, Vice President, Treasury; together with 
Central 1’s Blake Dumelie, Director, Securitization & Mortgage Funding 
Services; Emily McCance, Director, Treasury Services & Solutions and Robert 
Bell, Treasury Services & Solutions Manager made up a panel who shared some 
of the changes in the mortgage funding and underwriting space in the last few 
years, and what credit unions can do in the future to stay ahead of the curve. 

One of the common messages shared was that credit unions need to look 
at the long-term reliability of their funding and ensure they have a variety of 
stable, long-term funding sources. A new place to look? Uninsured mortgages. 
These have lots of potential, provided they’re B20 compliant, properly 
documented and properly underwritten. 

Some in the audience were likely surprised to learn that B20 compliance does 
not necessarily mean that 100 per cent of the mortgages in your portfolio need 
to comply with the mandated stress test and other B20 criteria. Your Residential 
Mortgage Underwriting Policy (RMUP) can allow for exceptions to your policy, 
meaning that you can still meet the diverse needs of your members.

Missed the session?  /   View the Mortgage Funding presentation here

Connect your  
data & analytics 
strategy to your  

corporate strategy 

– it’s not separate
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Reinventing the  
Financial Services Industry
According to keynote speaker and business technology visionary Don Tapscott, 
the digital age is entering the second era – where technology infuses itself into 
everything. While this is a daunting prospect, it’s also liberating because the 
possibilities are vast. 

Beyond our internet of information, we now have machine learning and the 
‘internet of things’ has emerged, where anything with electricity can talk to 
another machine. Think what this means for you, mused Don, if your future fridge 
could maintain inventory of your groceries, but also order them when needed. 
Those groceries could even be delivered right in to your home. 

This means that little companies can have the capabilities of large companies 
without the liabilities. The model also lends itself well to collaboration and 
cooperation.

So, what if there’s an ‘internet of value’ where transactions can be made peer to 
peer? Based on the underlying technology of blockchain, this has started with 
Bitcoin transactions, but it doesn’t end there. Small contracts based on a ‘trust 
protocol’ are verified to be true by virtue of being in the chain. 

Explained Don, “hacking a blockchain would be like turning a chicken nugget back 
into the chicken.” That just doesn’t work, and that’s what makes the blockchain 
adhere to a natural trust protocol. 

A blockchain is a model involving the interdependence and cooperation of many 
without a single leader. Don compared this to the ‘mumuration’ of starlings, 
when those birds fly around as if a swarm, yet no one hits another and the whole 
appears in concert together. Those birds may be on to something. The time for 
cooperatives may have finally come – again.

little companies 
can have the 
capabilities of large 
companies without 
the liabilities
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Is your credit union prepared to forge ahead? There’s plenty of preparation your 
credit union needs to complete for the readiness and implementation phases 
for the new digital banking platform, named Forge, which was revealed at 
Momentum. Elaine Newman, Client Implementation Leader for the Forge team, 
outlined the two phases required for your credit union to launch Forge: readiness 
and implementation. 

Due to the extensive requirements for implementation, Elaine believes some 
clients may need up to six months to complete the readiness phase. The key 
components of readiness include: legal agreements, customer journey and 
experience, organizational readiness, change management planning, resource 
allocation, content strategy, communications, marketing, project planning, 
platform security and more. For example, you’ll need to review the analytics of 
your current site and combine that information with your business and digital 
marketing strategy to decide if you’ll build all new content or if you’ll port over 
some of your existing content. 

With the readiness phase complete, the implementation phase is your scheduled 
timeframe – or ‘wave’ – that your organization has signed up to activate the 
implementation of Forge. At the implementation phase, you’ll integrate Forge with 
your systems and launch it with your members or clients.

Andrew Chan, Business Analyst with the Forge team, gave a smooth 
demonstration of just how easy it is to use the new digital banking platform. 
For the audience in the room who are familiar with the ‘backend’ of a website or 
digital banking site, it was easy to see just how streamlined it is to create a site.  It 
will be simple to add on to your credit union’s site as time goes on. 

Planning to keep all your staff in the know from the beginning will be crucial to 
your change management success. Don’t worry. We’re here to help. Central 1 will 
outline where your readiness activities intersect with our commitments, and we’ll 
provide materials and support along the way.

Unable to attend the session?    /    Watch the video recording here and/or View the presentation here

Deep dive:  
Prepare for Forge

Some clients  
may need up to  

6 months to 
complete the 

readiness phase
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Optimizing  
IFRS 9 data 
Beyond financial reporting compliance, IFRS 9 has the potential to assist 
organizations with other reporting requirements such as for Canadian Housing 
and Mortgage Corporation and DICO/FICOM. The potential added value for 
management is gaining operational efficiencies in regulatory reporting processes 
and providing useful information for senior management, supporting board 
reporting needs.

Central 1’s Peter Liao, AVP, Special Projects, and Shirley Chiang, Product Manager, 
IFRS 9, hosted a roundtable discussion to gain insight on how to optimize IFRS 9 
data to meet these future regulatory and management needs which led to some 
interesting discussion.

Through a series of table discussions, the group shared that they would like to 
see operational efficiencies in financial and regulatory reporting that would allow 
for improvements such as automated uploading of data or the ability to capture 
and display historical data and run the historical data through the model to assess 
changes over a period of time.

If you missed the session, view the IFRS 9 presentation here
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Credit Facility Roundtable
Brent Clode, Chief Investment Officer at Central 1, held an open discussion 
on credit facilities at Central 1. 

“With growing demands for liquidity in the system, we’re evaluating the 
structure of our Credit Facilities programs,” said Clode. 

One of the concerns raised with Central 1’s current lending structure is 
that it’s on a first-come first-served method. That means no increases in 
facilities are allowed until we’re able to make changes to the program that 
meet increased funding requests in a fair manner. 

Some of the ideas being considered are: a core amount available to all 
credit unions and an additional facilities amount offered at pricing based 
on risk/relationship up to a set maximum. Brent expects that changes will 
be rolled out with annual reviews.

Rates, growth & the end of  
the housing era?
Central 1’s own Deputy Chief Economist, Bryan Yu and Balance Sheet Risk 
Management Managing Director Brian Raine led a session on how you can 
incorporate today’s economic climate and insights into your strategy for 
success. 

Bryan shared that we’re still in a low interest rate environment, and can 
expect moderate increase in rates through the cycle. Canada’s growth is 
firm, but deceleration is expected. Rising rates are a signal of normalizing 
economy, but also a constraint to household demand in an elevated debt 
environment. 

Brian suggested ways to navigate rate volatility are through operations and 
strategy, stress testing and leveraging IFRS 9 data. Bryan recommended 
leveraging Central 1’s economic analysis resources such as weekly briefings, 
regional outlooks and special reports available on our public website.

Looking for more information? View the Credit Facility presentation here
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Artificial Intelligence  
& Opportunities  
for the Future
The progress of artificial intelligence (AI) is creating new opportunities for credit 
unions to deliver a better customer service experience by using human reasoning 
to improve services and create better products.

As new AI platforms enter the market, explained session presenter Paul Save - 
Product Manager at Central 1 - humans and AI can collaborate for good effect. 
AI, for example, can manage some routine processes which frees up our human 
resources to focus on higher value activities.

A possible use case is where conversational AI can be deployed to handle 
the most common service calls, so that contact centre agents can focus on 
exceptions and more complex issues, dealing with immediate, critical tasks so that 
the customer gets a quality, responsive experience. Or, by leveraging machine 
learning to determine the profile for the ideal applicant, AI can free a credit 
supervisor’s time to spend on researching typical applications. 

If you missed Momentum or this session, we invite you to view the AI presentation here

It allows customer service, said Buffy Duke, Central 1’s SVP 
of Client Development, to be quicker and more accurate in 
assisting clients.

A number of Momentum participants expressed an interest 
in collaborating on adopting a collective predictive analytics 
platform, and Central 1 is currently looking for clients who’d 
be interested in identifying key performance indicators 
around share of relationship and sharing thoughts on what 
a valuable proof-of-concept would look like. If interested, 
please contact psave@central1.com.

It allows customer 
service to be 
quicker and 
more accurate in 
assisting clients
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The coming open payments market will bring increased competition 
along with new opportunities. Presenters Chris Melonie, VP Information 
Technology, Westminster Savings and Youcef Touizrar, Manager, Retail 
Payments Products, Payments Canada, together with Kelly Latzel, VP, 
Treasury & Operations and Steve Faust, AVP, Payments at Central 1 shared 
how to prepare for this new environment. 

Big changes in the next three years will mean opportunities for credit unions 
to partner with fintechs. While ISO 20022 may not be fully adopted, we 
expect we will have access to richer data to predict what products customers 
need, maybe even before they know they need them! 

They suggested looking at opportunities to create “stickiness” with 
customers by taking advantage of this data, and then focus on the value you 
can provide your customers. 

“Those that do not have a sticky relationship with their customers are 
easily replaced,” said Touizrar. To be prepared, Chris Melonie suggests: 
understanding what is involved, nominating subject-matter experts in  
your organization and developing a payments strategy.

Preparing for  
Payments 
Modernization

we expect 
we will have 

access to richer 
data to predict 
what products 

customers need
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Know before you go:  
Working with the  
cannabis industry
To serve potential customers in the cannabis industry means navigating the 
fledgling regulatory environment for its growth and sale, and this presents 
challenges to financial institutions. Our guest speaker approached this from the 
legal perspective, stressing that financial institutions must ensure they understand 
the implications of engagement in this industry. 

For licensing, Health Canada introduced four classes of cultivation licenses, 
several types of processing licenses and federal sales licenses (i.e. for medical 
and unregulated provinces). There is no single regulatory environment in Canada 
either: some Canadian provinces have taken differing approaches to regulation. 

One major component of any financial services to the industry is that the funds 
involved must not have anything to do with the United States. Any finances 
involved in the cannabis business should be separated from other accounts at the 
credit union. Another scenario to be aware of exists on the lending side, given 
that assets are associated with a license holder. This is something that legal 
organizations and lawyers across Canada are exploring with Health Canada to 
understand how the regulator can help in the event assets must be repossessed.

The business model for cannabis growers and producers involves many checks 
and balances, including inspection schedules. A financial institution will need 
to ensure complete due diligence when working with a business in the cannabis 
industry. Potential information to assess, in addition to usual anti-money 
laundering risk assessments, includes: customer onboarding process, site visits 
(including mystery shopping), licensing history, normal and expected activity, 
internal controls, and for sellers, their cannabis source.
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With the value of data as a key theme throughout 
Momentum, Paul Save of Central 1, Guillaume Colley, 
Manager of Data Science at Vancity and Joe Cristiano, Chief 
Community & Marketing Officer, Coastal Community, shared 
their explorations into predictive analytics in understanding 
customer behaviour and increasing share of relationship.

Predictive analytics can help credit unions anticipate a 
member’s needs – even before the person realizes them – 
and customize solutions that apply directly to an individual, 
such as pre-approval for a mortgage before the person  
even applies.

Credit unions have a unique opportunity, said Joe, to 
collaborate on aggregating and analyzing data, to develop 
a model using information from across the entire system. 
With enough data available, said Guillaume, you increase 
the quality and relevance of information, since you can put 
aside questionable cases and work with the rest.

But it’s not only a matter of collecting enough data to be 
useful, he added – which can be challenging for smaller 
credit unions – it’s having the resources and knowledge to 
analyze and apply it.

Groups like the Back Office Collaboration (BOC), have 
started working in this area and are looking to Central 1 to 
provide some direction and thought leadership. Since the 
session, we’ve heard from more than 20 credit unions who 
are interested in collaborating on how best to develop a 
predictive analytics solution for the system. 

Paul is actively looking for people who’d like to help identify 
key performance indicators around increasing share of 
relationship, and deciding what would provide value as a 
proof of concept. If you’re interested in participating, please 
contact Paul at psave@central1.com. 

If you missed the session, view the Predictive Analytics presentation here

Predicting the future:  
Using predictive 
analytics  
to optimize share  
of relationship
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Whether you’re selling boots, bank accounts, cosmetics or credit, creating a 
compelling competitive advantage is paramount. This is the key advice that 
closing keynote Bonnie Brooks, former President & CEO of Hudson’s Bay 
Company, presented to a full audience on the last afternoon of Momentum. 
Bonnie took us on her journey to reenergize and establish globally-recognized 
brands. She applied her innovative leadership tactics in Asia before landing back 
in Canada with Hudson’s Bay Company to transform its brand. 

Bonnie insists that we must create a compelling advantage over our competitors 
to truly attract customers and keep them. Credit unions have long won awards 
for customer service excellence, but are credit unions using their data about the 
customer’s preferences to the benefit of the customer? Digital transformation 
is upon us, and such transformation requires bold, risky moves and it requires 
speed. Identify your most profitable and loyal customers and focus on them  
first, she urged, and harness the power of any data available to enhance the 
customer experience.

“Romance me with your products,” says Bonnie. If you can understand your 
customers’ behaviours, anticipate their wants and needs, and communicate  
with them the way they want, so much the better – for you and for them.

Romancing your customers:  
Lessons in Big Scale 
Transformation

we must create 
a compelling 
advantage over 
our competitors 
to truly attract 
customers and 
keep them
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